Modern!phylogenetic!methods!used!to!study!how!traits!evolve!often!require!a!single! 25! species!tree!as!input,!and!do!not!take!underlying!gene!tree!discordance!into!account. 
Introduction!
Understanding!how!traits!evolve!through!time!is!one!of!the!major!goals!of! phylogenetics.!Phylogenetic!inferences!made!about!traits!can!include!estimating!a!trait's! evolutionary!rate!and!ancestral!states,!determining!whether!the!evolution!of!a!trait!is! 50! influenced!by!natural!selection,!and!establishing!whether!certain!character!states!make! speciation!and!extinction!more!or!less!likely [1] [2] [3] .!Despite!the!variety!of!questions!one!can! ask,!and!the!plethora!of!different!discrete!and!continuous!traits!that!can!be!studied,!it!has! long!been!recognized!that!in!order!to!make!inferences!about!trait!evolution!it!is! imperative!to!consider!how!the!species!carrying!these!traits!are!related 4 .!Phylogenetic! 55! comparative!methods!model!traits!as!evolving!along!a!phylogeny,!and!therefore!often! require!one,!or!sometimes!multiple,!species!trees!as!input 3, 5, 6 .! The!unprecedented!increase!in!the!availability!of!molecular!data!has!been!a!boon!to! the!construction!of!wellUsupported!species!trees!-!i.e.,!those!with!high!levels!of!statistical! support.!Thanks!to!advances!in!sequencing!technology,!species!trees!are!now!denser,! 60! taller,!and!better!resolved.!In!contrast!to!the!high!levels!of!support!provided!by!genomeU scale!data,!phylogenomic!studies!have!also!revealed!topological!discordance!between!gene! trees!to!be!pervasive!across!the!tree!of!life [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .!Gene!trees!can!disagree!with!one!another! and!with!the!species!tree!because!of!technical!reasons!-!e.g.,!model!misspecification,!low! phylogenetic!signal,!or!the!misUidentification!of!paralogs!as!orthologs!-!but!also!as!a! 65! result!of!biological!phenomena!such!as!incomplete!lineage!sorting!(ILS),!introgression,!and! horizontal!gene!transfer 14 .!Among!the!latter,!ILS!is!wellUstudied!due!to!its!conduciveness! to!mathematical!characterization [15] [16] [17] ,!in!addition!to!being!an!inevitable!result!of! population!processes 18 .!Going!backwards!in!time,!ILS!is!said!to!occur!when!lineages!from! ! 4 the!same!population!do!not!coalesce!in!that!population,!but!instead!coalesce!in!a!more! 70! ancestral!population.!If!these!lineages!then!happen!to!coalesce!first!with!others!from!more! distantly!related!populations,!the!gene!tree!will!be!discordant!with!the!species!tree.! While!it!is!becoming!clear!that!genealogical!discordance!is!the!rule!rather!than!the! exception!in!species!trees!with!short!internal!branches,!the!manner!in!which!it!might! affect!studies!of!trait!evolution!is!still!not!well!understood.!One!way!gene!tree!discordance! 75! can!affect!phylogenetic!inferences!is!by!increasing!the!risk!of!hemiplasy.!Hemiplasy!is!the! production!of!a!homoplasyUlike!pattern!by!a!nonUhomoplastic!event 19 values!from!multiple!species!will!exhibit!a!multivariate!normal!distribution!with!the! covariance!structure!given!by!the!phylogeny 28 .!More!specifically,!in!the!case!of!n!species,! the!variances!within!species!and!covariance!between!species!are!given!by!V!=!σ 2 T,!the! varianceUcovariance!matrix.!Here,!σ 2 !is!the!evolutionary!rate!parameter,!which!measures! 130! how!much!change!is!expected!in!an!infinitesimal!time!interval.!T!is!an!n!x!n!matrix!whose! offUdiagonal!entries,!tij,!are!lengths!of!the!internal!branches!subtending!the!ancestor!of! species!i&and!j,!and!whose!diagonal!entries!correspond!to!the!lengths!of!the!paths!between! each!species!and!the!root 28 .!For!the!phylogeny!in!figure!2a,!and!σ 2 !=!1:! Given a three-species phylogeny S, the variance in values of trait X within a diploid species i is defined as:
where N is the constant population size along the phylogeny, µ the mutation rate, and 2 M the variance of the mutational distribution. (Note that 2 M is not the Brownian motion evolutionary rate, 2 , which is instead equivalent to µ 2 M .) B root,i is the expected total length of all branch paths from the root to species i coming from all gene trees generated by S.
We can further expand B root,i as:
where t and t e are internal and terminal branch lengths from S in generations, 1 e t/2N is the probability that the sister lineages coalesce in their ancestor (i.e., a concordant gene tree is observed), and e t/2N the probability that they do not (i.e., the three lineages enter their MRCA and then a concordant or discordant gene tree can be observed 
Covariances in the three species case
Following the same notation, the covariance between trait values of species i and j is:
where B root,MRCA (i,j) is the expected total length of all gene tree branch paths from the root to the most recent common ancestor of species i and j. 
Cov(X i,l , X j,l ) = LCov(X i,l , X j,l ) (S.11)
where the second line follows because Cov(X i,l , X j,k ) = 0 if k 6 = l by assumption that the loci are independent.
The variance of a single sample from a species
Consider the contribution of a single locus to the trait X in species i. We proceed by first computing the variance of this measurement by conditioning on the random genealogy underlying that locus, and then average over all possible genealogies at the locus.
In this context, the only thing that matters is the overall height of the genealogy. Given
